
 

Stage: U12  

Practice: # 12 ( 
 

 
 Ice Practice) 

 
Introduction (pre-practice) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Welcome athletes. 

 Review procedures for safety, water breaks, etc. 

 Discuss goals of practice + planned drills/activities 

Warm up (10-12 minutes)  

Drill #1: Skating: Player skate in and out of cones, protecting the ring and doing tight turns. Focus is on 

protecting the ring. 

Connect the Dots S19-3.13.3 

 

Drill #2: Stretching – Agility / Balance / Coordination (ABC’S) of Warm-Up 

Agility Skating S22-3.15 

 Knee Drop 

 Snow Queen 

 Hop 

 Wide Crossovers 

 Skiing 

 Inside Edges 

 Outside Edges 

 Single Leg Snaking 

 

Drill #3: Skating Drill – Lightning Drill S11-3.6.5 

 With rings 

 Review/demonstrate proper stopping technique. 

 Athletes must come to a complete stop 

 Focus on knees bent, low to the ice, head up. 

 It is not a race, technique matters. 

Goalie 

Ring Skills: throwing the ring (flat and aim) 

Catch and Throw/G5-5.5.2 

Cool down (5-10min) 

Scrimmage: Double teaming and channelling 

Post-practice wrap up) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Wrap up daily activities and prepare athletes for next ice time. 

 Before each athlete leaves the ice discuss what position they like playing the best 

 Coaches are available for questions 

 

 

 



Drill #1 

3.13.3 Connect the Dots 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players line up in one corner.  In a single file line, zig zagging back and forth across the 
width of the ice, players skate in order, performing a tight/sharp turn around each of the 
hockey face-off dots on the ice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill #2 

3.15 - AGILITY 

3.15.1 Knee Drop 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Standing in their own space, players drop to their knees (using their hands to break the 
fall) and get back up again as quickly as possible.  Then players do the same while skating - 
dropping at each blue line and getting up and skating again. 

Variation: This drill can also be done with players only touching one knee to the ice at a time while 
skating. 

 

3.15.2 Snow Queen 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players start on the goal line and skate forward the length of the ice.  At the first blue line, 
they dive forward under control and slide on their stomach (with their stick directly out in 
front - if carrying one).  Then they get up as quickly as possible. 

Variation: Same as above, except while sliding on the ice, players roll like a log, keeping control of 
their body (and stick) and then get up again as quickly as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 



3.15.3 Hop the Stick 

Equipment: One stick for every two players is needed. 

Description: In pairs in their own space on the ice, one partner is the sweeper and the other is the 
hopper.  The sweeper is on two knees holding the stick pointing outward in one or two 
hands.  With the stick on the ice, the sweeper moves it back and forth like a windshield 
wiper.  The hopper has to jump over the stick one foot at a time (like skipping), while 
trying to keep the head up and eyes straight ahead.  Partners then switch roles and repeat 
the drill. 

 

3.15.4 Mirror Drill 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: In partners, the two face each other.  One is the leader and the other the follower.  The 
leader moves forward, backward, side to side, jumps, falls to knees, to stomach, rolls over, 
etc.  Any combination of these can be used while the follower mimics each of the moves.  
Then the partners switch roles and continue the drill. 

Variation: This drill can also be done as a large group, with the instructor as the leader.  Using 
signals, the leader stands facing the players who are spread out in their own space, and 
points to what the players are to do. 

 

 

 

3.15.5 Wide Crossovers 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: While skating either the length of the ice or around the rink, players lift one leg high to 
the side, then cross it over the other leg.  When that leg touches down on the ice, the 
other leg is lifted and repeats the movement of the first leg.  This is a continuous 
movement.  The intent is to use the outside edges of the skate blades as much as possible. 

Variation: This drill can also be done skating backwards. 

 

3.15.6 Skiing 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: While moving from one end to the other or around the ice, players keep both feet 
together and cut the ice pushing with their heels on one side then the other in a parallel 
skiing motion.  Both feet stay on the ice at all times. 

Variation: Once proficient in skiing, moguls can be added so that after each cut the player does a 
two foot hop before cutting the other way.  This is a difficult movement requiring good leg 
strength. 

 

 

 



3.15.7 Inside Edges 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: While moving from one end to the other or around the ice, players first push once with 
their left foot and glide on the inside edge of their right foot in a semi-circle to the left.  
When they get back to the middle, they push once with their right foot and then glide on 
the inside edge of their left foot in a semi-circle to the right, and repeat the drill.  This is a 
continuous movement. 

Variation: This drill can be done backwards as well. 

 

 

3.15.8 Outside Edges 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: While moving from one end to the other or around the ice, players first push once with 
their right foot and glide on their left foot outside edge in a semi-circle to the left.  Then 
when they get back to the middle, they push once with their left foot and glide on the 
outside edge of their right foot in a semi-circle to the right.  Then the drill is repeated in a 
continuous motion. 

Variation: This drill can be done backwards as well. 

 

3.15.9 Single Leg Snaking 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: While skating forward, players lift one leg off the ice.  The supporting leg, well flexed, 
continues to push, alternating from inside to outside edge, in a snaking motion.  The other 
leg can help with momentum by swinging it in the direction of travel. 

Variation: Once proficient, this drill can be done backwards. 

Drill #3 

3.6.5 Lightning 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players start at the goal line and skate to centre red line, stop, and skate to the blue line 
closest to their starting point, and stop.  Then they skate to the far blue line, stop, skate to 
the centre red line, stop, and then skate to the far end.  Always face the same side when 
stopping to practice left and right stops. 

Variation: Alternate forward and backward skating between each of the stops.  Try using the free 
play lines as additional stopping points.  This drill can make good use of sharp turns instead 
of stops at each line. 

 

 

 



Drill #4 

4.9.1 Stationary Double Teaming 

Equipment: Rings are required. 

Description: Players are in groups of three.  Player 1 skates between Player 2 and Player 3 who check 
the ring carrier.  Player 1 does not protect the ring.  Rotate players through every 
position. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.9.2 Confined Area Double Teaming 

Equipment: Rings are required. 

Description: Players are sent to a confined area (e.g. free pass circle) in groups of 3.  Two players check 
the ring carrier.  Rotate positions. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.9.3 2 on 1 Corners 

Equipment: Rings are required. 

Description: Players line up in three lines outside the blue line.  The instructor shoots the ring into the 
corner.  The first player in each line races to the corner.  The player reaching the ring first 
tries to bring it out past the blue line, while the other two players double team.  Caution 
players before about the way they carry their sticks going into the boards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.7.3.- Double Teaming 

Equipment: None is needed. 

Description: In this drill, the offensive player starts with the ring behind the net.  The ring can be shot 
in from the red line and a full complement of offensive and defensive player(s) is/are sent 
in.  The defensive or forechecking team is delayed being sent in by a possible 1-2 seconds.  
The ring starts out from behind the net and the front two forecheckers play the defence - 
having a forward come from opposite sides of the net.  The defense then passes the ring 
off the boards to either side.  The forechecking defense on the side to which the ring has 
gone, moves in on the ring handler while the trailing defense covers up.  The forechecker 
tries to stop the play before the ring comes out of the offensive zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5.2 Catch and Throw 

Equipment: A shooter with one to five rings is required for every goalkeeper. 

Description: With the shooter in the slot and the goalkeeper in the crease, the shooter takes light flip 
shots.  The goalkeeper catches the ring with the glove hand and then throws it, on the ice, 
back to the shooter.  Have the shooter move around providing the goalkeeper with a 
good target. 

Any of the shooting drills which provide the goalkeeper with many shots in succession are excellent for 
developing goalkeeping skills.  When training goalkeepers, it is important to stress technique early in their 
development.  Once good technique is established, rapid succession shooting drills will improve reaction 
time.  It is important that goalkeepers develop a good balance between reaction time (reflexes) and 
technique (skills). 

Variations can be added to the shooting drills to work on specific goalkeeping skills.  For example: 

 1) doing the drill without a stick to work on using the feet and upper body more 

 2) dropping into butterfly position between each shot 

 3) moving back to hug the post between shots 

 4) for longer time periods between shots - shuffle to the boards and back, telescope out to the 
free play line and retreat, do a slide save and stack the pads to each side, or slide the stick over 
to the boards then go pick it up and get back into position. 

There are many constructive practice drills a goalkeeper can do while the skaters are working on 
something that doesn't involve shooting, and even during scrimmages, which can help to develop skills at a 
faster rate.  All it takes is a little creativity and pre-planning by the instructor or coach with a quick 
explanation and some encouragement for the goalkeeper. 

 

 

 



Drill #5 

3.8.1 Toe to Heel 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players stand with the outside of one foot flush up against the boards and hang on to the 
boards with their arm on the same side.  The other foot will practice making "C" cuts in 
the ice by putting toe to toe together and pushing that foot out and around in a semi-
circle until it comes nearly heel to heel with the other foot.  Continue until the player gets 
the idea of making "C" cuts, and then change feet. 

 

3.8.2 Backward Bubbles 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players start on the goal line facing the near end boards.  Starting in a snowplow stop 
position, players then push out with both feet and make semi-circles until their feet come 
together again heel to heel.  Then push out again and pull in again making circles (bubbles) 
all the way down the length of the ice (never lifting the feet off the ice). 

 

 

3.8.3 Backward Sculling 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players start on the goal line facing the near end boards, in a basic stance.  Pushing with 
one foot only, make semi-circles or "C" cuts down the length of the ice without lifting the 
feet off the ice.  Return using the opposite foot. 

 

Drill #6 

4.7.3 Straight Line 

Equipment: Rings are needed. 

Description: Players are paired up along the side board.  Player 1 has the ring and skates towards the 
opposite boards with the ring out in front.  Player 2 side checks while in stride with Player 
1.  Switch at the opposite boards. 

Variation:  Have two checkers for each ring carrier. 

 

 

 

 



Drill #8 

2 on 1 reaction 

 X1 and X2 stand with their backs to each other on the face off dot 

 Ring is in between them 

 Toe caps have to face south and north (to be fair) 

 Coach A says ‘go’, X1 and X2 turn and battle for the ring 

 Whoever gets ring passes back to the player who passes to her in a give and go 

 Other player plays defence 

 Then from other side, X4 and X5 do same thing after Coach B says ‘go’ 

 Pass to X6 and then passes back 

Now players switch up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill #9 

Scrimmage: Double teaming and channelling 

 

 

X1 

X2 

X3 

X4 

X5 

X6 

Coach B Coach A 


